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Abstract

This paper evaluates the ability of visual seg-
mentation algorithms to detect the space in-
side the knee joint; as recorded by a surgeon’s
arthroscopic video camera, during minimally
invasive surgery. We call this space the ‘instru-
ment gap’. Video data was obtained during ca-
daver experiments, and three segmentation al-
gorithms were tested and compared against a
thousand marked-up frames of the instrument
gap, prepared by an expert surgeon. Algo-
rithms tested include adaptive thresholding,
watershed, and level set active contours. Each
algorithm has unique capabilities, but for the
instrument gap the adaptive thresholding seg-
mentation was found to execute faster on the
test platform, and achieved similar or more ac-
curate results relative to the other algorithms
across all data sets.

1 Introduction
Knee arthroscopy is a well-established, minimally in-

vasive, diagnostic and treatment procedure [McKeon
et al., 2009]. It is estimated that annually more than
four million knee arthroscopies are performed world-
wide [Macgroarty, 2015], at an approximate cost of $16
billion [Rice, 2015]. Jaiprakash et al. report that arthro-
scopic surgery is an ergonomically challenging proce-
dure [Jaiprakash et al., 2016] as illustrated in Figure1,
where a surgeon uses his body to manipulate a leg dur-
ing a cadaver surgery experiment.

Medical robots over the past few decades have
gained in precision and complexity for a wide variety of
medical applications including some orthopaedic surg-
eries. However, other than passive leg manipulators
and partial knee replacement systems, medical robotic
research has largely overlooked knee arthroscopy.

To progress robotic knee arthroscopy, it is essential
to automate the movement of the patient’s leg to create

Figure 1: A surgeon moves a leg during an arthroscopy
experiment.

space inside the knee joint for surgical instrument. We
believe that the first step in automating leg movement
and navigating through the inner knee involves the pro-
cess of segmenting the arthroscope video frames, to
identify the region through which the surgical equip-
ment can travel. This paper focuses on the segmenta-
tion of the region we define as the ‘Instrument gap’:
the space between main structures inside the knee as
viewed through the arthroscope. The output of this
segmentation will provide feedback to a manipulator
to move a patient’s leg during arthroscopic surgery. In
this paper we conduct a comparative study of three seg-
mentation methods to determine the most appropriate
algorithm to detect the instrument gap.

2 Related Work
Our work aims at developing a robotic system that

can create space for surgical instrument access by ma-
nipulating the patient’s leg. The focus of this paper is
the detection, segmentation and analysis of the inside
of the knee joint to identify that space. From experi-
ments, it is clear that there are a range of challenges that



make the segmentation of the instrument gap during an
arthroscopy a difficult task. These include the limited
view, the variation and changes of features and shapes,
light intensity, the presence of the surgical equipment
in the view, and the saline-based water that is pumped
through the knee during the arthroscopy. Future work
will analyses the individual impact of these factors on
detection of the instrument gap.

Funck et al. classified image segmentation techniques
in two main categories, based on whether they are us-
ing discontinuities (such as edge detection) or similari-
ties (of local pixels). Each class can then be further cat-
egorised depending on whether they use colour, grey-
scale or other features in the image [Funck et al., 2003].
Bai et al. segment images using salient maps and com-
bining edge detection, threshold and distance trans-
form with algorithms based on active contours and ma-
chine learning models [Bai and Wang, 2016].

There are a wide variety of well-established segmen-
tation algorithms that have been utilised for medical ap-
plications (e.g. for tumour detection), which could be
modified and integrated for detecting the instrument
gap. A range of these was analysed for use on the
arthroscope video frames. However, many algorithms
are typically tuned for single medical images (such as
an MRI slice) and not for an arthroscope video feed.

For this paper, three algorithms were selected. The
first algorithm tested is an adaptive intensity-based
segmentation algorithm [Otsu, 1979], the second is a
morphological Watershed transform [Bleau and Leon,
2000], and the third is an active contour model that in-
cludes the level set model [Chan and Vese, 2001].

Key factors for segmentation are accuracy and speed
(computational time), as noticed by Zhen Ma et al.
[Ma et al., 2010]. These factors will be of significant
importance for the application in our work: real-time
leg manipulation (while the surgery is in progress).
For this paper, a range of views from different loca-
tions inside the knee were used to evaluate the per-
formance of the aforementioned segmentation algo-
rithms. Crevier [Crevier, 2008] suggested using human-
segmented image ground truth sets to develop and op-
timise segmentation algorithms. With the absence of a
‘true’ reference (i.e. actual ground truth) for our arthro-
scope images, it is essential to use the knowledge of ex-
pert surgeons to establish a benchmark to test against.
For the instrument gap, in this work, an expert surgeon
has marked-up the region of interest (ROI) to establish
a benchmark to test the segmentation algorithms.

In the remainder of this paper, the instrument gap
and preparation of the arthroscope video frames will
be discussed, followed by an overview of each segmen-
tation algorithm evaluated. The results we present es-
tablish an insight into the suitability of these segmenta-

tion algorithms to segment the instrument gap from the
arthroscope video frames.

3 The ‘Instrument Gap’

Figure 2: Instrument gap.

During arthroscopic surgery, a gap is created within
the knee joint (Figure2) through changing the angle of
the knee joint, which allows access to surgical tools and
a visual inspection of the area. The size of this gap
ranges from zero (e.g. when the patient is standing) to
a few millimeters as the leg is flexed. Therefore, it is
crucial to define a region inside the knee, which we call
the ‘instrument gap’; as the view through the arthro-
scope, of the space between the main structures inside
the knee, through which we can move surgical instru-
ments. The instrument gap can form between the fe-
mur and tibia, patella and femur or other features that
are observed through the arthroscope (3.9 mm in diam-
eter). Detecting the instrument gap will be an essen-
tial step towards the automation and control of the leg
movement for future robotic arthroscopy.

4 Equipment
Arthroscopes currently used by surgeons during

arthroscopic surgery provide real-time information
about the internal knee geometry of the patient. In
changing the leg angle and position, different parts
of the inner knee are exposed [Ward and Lubowitz,
2013]. The Stryker arthroscope used for this research
(Figure3) uses the same path to provide light into the
knee joint than the camera to record video of the inner
knee [Dahiteb, 2015].

The video frame rate for the arthroscope camera used
is 60 frames per second, and the full resolution of the
video frames is 1280x720. For this paper, segmentation
performance for all the algorithms was tested at full and
40% resolution to determine the impact of image reso-
lution on the segmentation speed and accuracy.

Algorithms were tested using MATLAB R2016a ; run-
ning on an Apple MacBook Pro 15" with a 500GB SSD



Figure 3: Stryker Arthroscope during cadaver experi-
ment.

drive, 16GB RAM, 2.8GHz intel Core i7 processor and
with the OSX Yosemite v10.10.5.

5 Instrument Gap Segmentation
The main purpose of this paper is to compare three

segmentation algorithms to establish their effective-
ness and robustness to extract the instrument gap from
arthroscope images. We benchmark each method by us-
ing video images where the actual region of the instru-
ment gap was marked up by an expert orthopaedic sur-
geon.

Video footage used in our experiments were recorded
during an experiment on cadavers, which provides a
realistic testing environment, rather than using simula-
tions or artificial knees.

5.1 Typical Scenario and Assumptions
To reduce the complexity of this challenging problem,

in this paper, sections of the inner knee without major
occlusions (such as the ligaments) were selected to test
the ability of the algorithms to segment the instrument
gap. Future work will involve handling occlusions and
investigating methods to segment detailed features in-
side the knee joint for analysis (e.g. detection of the
meniscus or other surgical instruments).

5.2 Instrument Gap Marked-up Images
Absolute ground truth is not available for the inner

knee, however, an expert surgeon manually marked-up
the instrument gap region, to provide a quasi ground
truth. The instrument gap was manually traced in each
video frame. Ten sets of one hundred frames, totalling
1000 test images, were prepared from cadaver videos.
Our proposed algorithms were compared against these
surgeon benchmark marked-up sets, by computing the
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) between the output
of the algorithm and the marked-up images. Tuning of

the algorithm used a different set of images marked-up
by the author.

Figure4 shows a typical image from each of these
feature sets, including the surgeon marked up binary
mask, and this mask overlayed on the greyscale image
frame. The same video sets were used to test all the seg-
mentation algorithms.
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Figure 4: Marked-up images for the ten selected video
set used for comparison of segmentation results.

5.3 Dynamic Outer Mask Creation
From Figure4 it can be seen that the images provided

by the arthroscope is moving around in the captured
frame due to the loose clip-on camera coupling, used
for the arthroscope. For instance, set 2 is just touching
the bottom while set 4 is below the bottom edge of the
frame.

Subtracting the background (square frame around
the arthroscope image) from the arthroscope image is
essential for accurate image analysis. Tachibana et
al. compared the sum of squared differences (SSD),
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) and normalised
cross-correlation (NCC) for template matching. It was
found that for greyscale images SDD and SAD per-
formed better than NCC [Tachibana et al., 2012]. The



SSD template-matching algorithm is particularly well
suited to masking the arthroscope images. Using Mat-
lab, a dynamic mask was generated as detailed in
Figure5 for every video frame.

Figure 5: Template Matching of arthroscope image. Top
Row: (a)Arthroscope Video frame, (b) Image Template.
Bottom Row: (c) Nomalised SSD image, (d) Grey-scale
image with centre point to create an image mask.

The mask is used during the analysis to ensure that
only the arthroscope image in the frame is selected dur-
ing the segmentation and analysis.

5.4 Segmentation Algorithm Background

Adaptive Segmentation
Thresholding techniques are the majority of segmen-

tation algorithms available. They are relatively easy to
implement and provide good results with low complex-
ity [Li et al., 2015]. In this paper, an adaptive Gaussian
model was utilised, similar in concept to the refinement
step of Strydom et al. in detecting a target in different
lighting conditions [Strydom et al., 2015]. The study by
Demirkaya et al. utilises a normalised grey-level his-
togram that can be presented as a discrete probability
distribution, p(i) with a frequency of ni of a grey level i,
such that [Demirkaya and H. Asyali, 2004]:

p(i) =
ni
M

(1)

where p(i) ≥ 0 and
255

∑
i=0

p(i) = 1 = P(T)

where M is the total number of pixels in the image and
assuming each pixel has a grey level intensity range.
The total image mean (µ) intensity and standard devia-
tion (σ) of the effective (using masking as in Section 5.3)
image is [Nixon and Aguado, 2012]:

µ =
255

∑
i=0

ip(i) and σ =
255

∑
i=0

(i− µ)p(i) (2)

It is necessary to define two regions to find the opti-
mum threshold point, the background and area of inter-
est. We define two classes Cb (pixel levels range [1,T])

and Ca (pixel levels range [T+1, 255]), with the opti-
mum threshold between the areas at level [T] [Xu et
al., 2011]. From OTSU the probability of the class occu-
rance and class mean levels up to the Tth level is [Otsu,
1979] :

ω(T) =
τ

∑
i=1

p(i) and µ(T) =
τ

∑
i=1

ip(i) (3)

And the variance of the class separability is the ratio of:

σ2
between(T) =

[µ ∗ω(T)− µ(T)]2

ω(T)[1−ω(T)]
(4)

The optimum threshold (T0) as suggested by Otsu
can be calculated where the variance of class separabil-
ity is maximum:

σ2
between(T

0) = max
1≤T≤255

σ2
between(T) (5)

The range of T over which the maximum can be re-
stricted is given by [Otsu, 1979]: (i) ω(T)[1−ω(T)] > 0
or (ii) 0 < ω(T) < 1.

The advantage of the OTSU method is the optimum
threshold level can be automatically selected for each
video frame (and on a frame by frame basis), allow-
ing a dynamic threshold system that changes with each
frame to maximise the threshold segmentation.

Watershed Segmentation
The arthroscopy images have in many cases con-

nected features. However, segmentation becomes more
challenging when features of similar intensities are
touching each other (such as pieces of cartilage hanging
over the instrument gap). The watershed transforma-
tion is a morphological algorithm to segment greyscale
images where the watershed lines divide the image
into catchment basins [Tarabalka et al., 2010] It has
been shown to produce robust segmentation with fore-
ground clutter in an image.

Although the watershed algorithm has shown
promising results in segmenting the instrument gap,
over-segmentation is a typical problem, as seen in the
results (Figure9). Over or under-segmentation can be
corrected by removing irrelevant contours through pre-
processing or post-processing of the image, which in
essence modifies the gradient function to correct the
catchment basins [Bleau and Leon, 2000; Sijbers et al.,
1997]. Sijbers et al. use the Watershed method to seg-
ment MRI images and found that filtering noise out us-
ing an adaptive anisotropic filter before segmentation
reduced over segmentation significantly [Sijbers et al.,
1997]. A Gaussian filter was used to blur the image,
which had a positive effect on the segmentation.

Level Set Active Contours
Osher and Sethian [Osher and Sethian, 1988] devel-

oped the level set active contour theory, which is the
movement of mean curvature, where fronts propagate



with curvature dependent speed that is based on the
Hamilton-Jacobi formulation. For an open bounded
subset Ω (Image plane) of R2 with boundary δΩ, the
evolution of the parameterised contour (C) is given in
this instance by the zero level set curve at time (t) of the
Lipschitz function φ(x,y, t) [Osher and Sethian, 1988]:

C = [(x, y)|φ(x, y, t)] = 0 (6)

where Φ(x, y, t) is the level set function

Traditional snakes models have difficulties in the
management of several contours due to the parameteri-
sation of the contours that prevents the model to deter-
mine the geometrical properties of the curves. Level set
curve evolution has the advantage of easily managing
topology changes, irrespective of the shape or splitting
or mergers in the curves as detailed in Figure6. The
key idea is to embed the contour as it evolves as the
zero level set of a function Φ(x, y, t) = Φ0.

If we consider Figure6, the front C, at t=0 is the green
circle in the x,y plane and at level set , which is the initial
surface in the R3 space [Malladi et al., 1993].

Figure 6: Level set curve propagation.[Sarti et al., 2002].

We can now match the moving contour (C(t)) with the
moving surface in a way that the level set φ(x, y, t = 0)
always produces the moving front. The movement of
the contour (C) is always the same as the evolution of
the level set function (φ) [Sarti et al., 2002]:

∂C
∂t

=
∂φ(x, y)

∂t
(7)

Caselles et al. and Malladi et al. both used the level
set approach of Osher and Sethian and intrinsic geo-
metric events of the image to developed a geometric
partial differential equation (PDE) to enable the use of
geometrical properties in images [Caselles et al., 1993;
Malladi et al., 1993]. A further publication by Caselles et
al. developed a geodesic (minimal distance curves) ac-
tive contour, where a connection is defined by the clas-
sical snakes model and curve evolution solution. Thus,
improving the curve evolution eliminates the need for
a special stopping term [Caselles et al., 1997]. Their
approach used the mean curvature motion equation

δφ
δt = | 5 φ|div 5φ

|5φ| and adding a Gaussian-based stop-
ping term g(x) to control the speed at which C moves
for the level set to where we want to stop the contour.
The PDE model they developed is:

∂φ

∂t
= g(x)| 5 φ|(div

5φ

| 5 φ| ) + v (8)

x ∈ [ 0, ∞] ×R2

Chan and Vese [Chan and Vese, 2001] used these clas-
sical approaches to define a significant active contour
model that over time was used and improved by many
researchers. Their model is based on the level set re-
search done by Osher and Sethian [Osher and Sethian,
1988]. Relying on edges in the image (I) to stop the
evolution of the curve is unreliable as the curve may
pass through these edges if smoothing is required to re-
move image noise, as in the case of the inner knee im-
ages. Chan and Vese replaced the edge stopping term
with the Mumford-Shah technique to develop a con-
tour that does not require edges to stop the curve evolu-
tion [Mumford and Shah, 1989]. Their contour model
has a powerful level set formulation [Chan and Vese,
2001]:

∂φ

∂t
= δ[ µκ − v− λ1(I0 − c1)

2 + λ2(I0 − c2)
2] = 0 (9)

Where I0 = I(t = 0), µ, v ≥ 0, λ1, λ2 > 0
and κ = div 5φ

|5φ| is the curvature with:

c1 =

∫
Ω I(x, y)H(φ)dxdy∫

Ω H(φ)dxdy
(10)

c2 =

∫
Ω I(x, y)(1− H(φ))dxdy∫

Ω(1− H(φ))dxdy
(11)

The Heaviside function H and the one-dimensional
Dirac measure δ0 are:

H(z) =

{
0, if z ≥ 0
1, if z < 0

with δ0(z) =
d
dz

H(z) (12)

Huang and Su enhanced the Chan and Vese model
by introducing prior shape information (using moment
variants) into the energy minimization equation, result-
ing in a level set formulation with all the great features
of the Chan and Vese model but adding the ability to
converge the contour to a prior shape to extract just that
from the arthroscopy images [Huang and Su, 2006].
Their level set equation is given by:

∂φ

∂t
=δ[ µκ − v− λ1(I0 − c1)

2 + λ2(I0 − c2)
2]

+ α| 5 φ|
[

g +
u,v

∑
u+vsN

Auv Huv+

u,v

∑
u+vsN

Auv +
u,v

∑
u+vsN

BuvjLj

]
= 0

(13)



Where Au, Hu, Buj, Lj are specific shape
terms [Huang and Su, 2006].

6 Results
Each algorithm was implemented in Matlab using

the same image sets (Figure4) and Matlab code to read
frames, blurring, mask creation and result calculations.
The only difference in the code is the specific implemen-
tation of each algorithm. Accuracy is calculated from
the difference image between the segmentated image
and marked-up (reference) mask:

Accuracy =
TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN
∗ 100 (14)

where TP = the number of true positives, TN = the num-
ber of true negatives, FP = the number of false positives
and FN = the number of false negatives. The difference
image (see Figure7 (d)) is colour coded to highlight the
TP (Green), TN (Grey), FP (Red) and FN (Blue) from the
segmentation results.

6.1 Adaptive Segmentation

Implementation
The mean and variance of the image intensity are

used to determine the optimum detection threshold for
each video frame. The standard Matlab function for the
OTSU algorithm was used to calculate the segmenta-
tion level for each frame. Processing was performed on
grey-scale images [MathWorks, 2016b]

To facilitate the image I(x, y) analysis, Canny showed
that a typical Gaussian kernel can be used to provide
image smoothing [Nixon and Aguado, 2012] to sup-
port segmentation. To pre-process the image, we utilise
a 3x3 Gaussian kernel to initially remove image noise.
Then smaller blobs are removed using the bwareaopen
function in Matlab [MathWorks, 2016a]. Finally, two
morphological operations are conducted; the image is
first eroded and then dilated.

Once the image is pre-processed the adaptive seg-
mentation algorithm explained in Section 5.4 is applied.

Results and Discussion
We found that using the OTSU offset threshold pa-

rameter resulted in a segmentation accuracy range of
71% to 94% against the marked-up image sets for ba-
sic to complex images. If the image is cluttered with
obstacles (e.g. bubbles, cartilage debris and surgical in-
struments), the segmentation becomes less accurate as
seen for example from the L5 and L10 sets in Table 1.

The detection accuracy for the full resolution dataset
is on average 84.5% and for low-resolution images
82.8%, which suggests that the algorithm’s segmenta-
tion capability is relatively independent of image reso-
lution. Table 1 provides a detailed analysis of the results

obtained for all images in each of the ten set at full and
low resolution.

Frame 2 from the L3 set and frame 9 from the L5 set
were used to illustrate the segmentation results for each
algorithm as can be seen from Figure7 (All images are
1280 x 720 resolution). Note that, as mentioned previ-
ously, the pixels considered (Figure7 c) and g)) were
limited to only the arthroscope image (excluding the
square background) by first applying a dynamic mask
as detailed in Section 5.3.

Figure 7: OTSU algorithm. Top Row: L3 (a) Frame 2
of L3 Arthroscope Video, (b) L3 Marked up Image, (c)
OTSU L3 Mask, (d) L3 SAD output. Bottom Row: L5
(e) Frame 9 of L5 Arthroscope Video, (f) L5 Marked up
Image, (g) OTSU L5 Mask, (h) L5 SAD output.

Figure7 d) is the difference image from b) and c),
which is colour coded to highlight the TP, TN, FP and
FN from the segmentation results. From Figure7 d) it
is evident that the algorithm over-segments slightly on
the instrument gap edges, with minor under segmenta-
tion (blue) of main debris and damaged areas. Table 1
indicates an accuracy of 94% for this set (L3), which cor-
responds with the mainly green (TP) in image d). Set
L5 (Figure7, bottom row) demonstrates damaged carti-
lage, and one of the sets where the algorithm performed
poorly as shown in Table 1 at 74%. Figure7(h) clearly
shows significant FP results, which is undesirable as
the gap appears larger than the actual instrument gap.
Therefore, might result in cartilage damage if the instru-
ment were to be pushed through that area.

512x288 1280x720

L1 87.0% 89.1%
L2 86.7% 88.9%
L3 92.0% 94.0%
L4 85.2% 87.2%
L5 72.9% 74.4%
L6 82.2% 83.9%
L7 88.8% 90.5%
L8 79.2% 80.5%
L9 83.2% 85.0%

L10 71.2% 72.1%
Ave over 1000 frames 82.8% 84.5%

Arthroscope Video Sets     
[100 frames per set]

Adaptive Threshold Segmentation Accuracy

% Mean accuracy relative to Marked-up images

Frame Resolution

Table 1: Adaptive Threshold Segmentation Accuracy at
40% and 100% resolution.



From the L5 set the OTSU algorithm partly removed
the damaged cartilage, resulting in a higher accuracy,
compared to an algorithm that fails to detect the oc-
cluded part of the instrument gap.

Using the adaptive threshold segmentation is fast
and well-suited to segment the inner knee. However,
removing overhangs (such as damaged cartilage) and
debris from more complex images (such as sets L5 and
L10) may require further image processing.

6.2 Watershed Algorithm

Implementation
The watershed transformation is a morphological al-

gorithm that was adapted and implemented to segment
greyscale knee arthroscopy video frames. Watershed
lines divide the image into catchment basins as seen in
Figure8 for frame 2 of the L3 image set [Tarabalka et al.,
2010].

Each basin has a minimum level in the image. The
gradient of the image defines transitions between the
background and foreground regions and is used by the
Watershed transformation, forming the lines that sep-
arate the catchment basins (Figure8). If image edges

Figure 8: Watershed Lines on Image.

correspond to these watershed lines, the image is seg-
mented accurately [Bieniek and Moga, 2000]. As an ini-
tial implementation, the Watershed process as detailed
by Mathworks [MathWorks, 2016a] was applied to the
image sets.

Results and Discussion
The detection accuracy for the high-resolution images

is on average 74% and for low-resolution images 73%,
which is significantly lower than the OTSU algorithm.
Although the Watershed algorithm can be tuned for a
specific data set, a single setup of parameters could not
segment the instrument gap effectively, across all sets as
detailed in Table 2.

We use frame 2 from the L3 set and frame 9 from the
L5 set to illustrate the segmentation results as detailed
in Figure9.

Figure9 d) is the difference image from b) and c) and
shows over-segmentation on the edges, which is high at

512x288 1280x720

L1 89.8% 67.1%
L2 89.9% 88.5%
L3 90.7% 85.1%
L4 76.7% 84.5%
L5 41.4% 59.5%
L6 74.3% 72.4%
L7 58.6% 60.9%
L8 73.5% 76.2%
L9 65.7% 77.1%

L10 73.2% 70.3%
Ave over 1000 frames 73% 74%

Arthroscope Video Sets     
[100 frames per set]

Watershed Segmentation Accuracy

% Mean accuracy relative to Marked-up images

Frame Resolution

Table 2: Watershed Segmentation Accuracy.

Figure 9: Watershed algorithm. Top Row: L3 (a) Frame
2 of L3 Arthroscope Video, (b) L3 Marked-up Image, (c)
OTSU L3 Mask, (d) L3 SAD output. Bottom Row: L5
(e) Frame 9 of L5 Arthroscope Video, (f) L5 Marked-up
Image, (g) OTSU L5 Mask, (h) L5 SAD output.

the top left of the image, especially for the L3 set. Table 2
indicates an accuracy of 62.7%, which is in line with the
result for L3. Set L5 clearly shows significant FP results,
which more than double the segmented gap, and will
result in a large error in the feedback to the leg manip-
ulator (i.e. the gap is perceived to be larger). Damage
will be caused if used for controlling the leg manipula-
tor. No FN (blue) is visible in both images supporting
the fact the algorithm tends to over-segment.

Overall, the segmentation is less accurate than with
the other methods. Furthermore, it is necessary to ad-
just the erosion parameters manually to achieve good
results for this algorithm, which is not feasible for con-
trolling the leg manipulator.

6.3 Active Contour Level Set

Implementation
The algorithm as detailed in Section 5.4 was imple-

mented in Matlab, using a numerical approximation of
the model, [Nikolay, 2013] by following the following
steps [Chan and Vese, 2001]:

1. Initialize φ0 by φ0, n = 0 (initialized at the edge of
the arthroscope images)

2. Compute c1 and c2 for φn

3. Solve the PDE in equation (9)



4. Check if the contour has stopped to evolve and in-
crease iteration if not.

Results and Discussion
The detection accuracy for the high-resolution images

is on average 74% and for low-resolution images 73%.
The Chan-Vese model has shown to be robust at seg-
menting the inner knee, as detailed in Table 3. Note
that, in Table 3, the iterations were slightly adjusted to
ensure good segmentation for each image resolution or
complexity. In practice, however, only the larger value
would be required.

The detection accuracy for the entire dataset is on av-
erage 85% for full resolution images and 78% for low-
resolution images as seen from Table 3. For basic image
sets such as L1 and L3, the segmentation accuracy was
better than 90%. Table 3 provides a detailed analysis of
all images in each of the ten set, and it is clear that the al-
gorithm performs well on all images, but do better with
high-resolution images.

512x288 Iterations 1280x720 Iterations

L1 84.9% 30 91.9% 60
L2 85.4% 30 86.8% 60
L3 95.8% 30 95.8% 60
L4 85.0% 30 87.5% 60
L5 66.9% 30 77.3% 60
L6 71.7% 30 84.5% 60
L7 85.2% 50 83.5% 60
L8 77.2% 50 78.7% 60
L9 52.6% 50 85.8% 60

L10 77.3% 50 74.4% 60
Ave over 1000 frames 78% 85%

Arthroscope Video Sets     
[100 frames per set]

Level Set Active Contour Segmentation Accuracy

% Mean accuracy relative to Marked-up images

Table 3: Level Set Segmentation Accuracy.

Using a range of knee arthroscopy images; all ini-
tialised at the edges of the video frames, resulted in
good overall segmentation, as seen from the L3 and L5
set results in Figure10. The difference images (SAD) be-
tween the segmented masks (c, g) and the marked-up
binary masks (b, f) are shown as the coloured images
(d, h).

The results in Table 3 uses TP, TN, FP and FN to cal-
culate the segmentation error. However, the pixels de-
tected as FN – that is, the algorithm fails to detect the
gap – resulting in a smaller estimated gap. Although
this reduces the overall accuracy, FN’s provide a safer
outcome outcome than FP’s. However, this has a nega-
tive influence on the gap adjustment, as the manipula-
tor might increase the gap more than necessary. In re-
ality, only the FP (red) constitute serious errors (pixels
of the actual image do not correspond to a gap, but the
algorithm sees a gap), because damage can occur due to
these errors. The large FP areas at the top and bottom in
(h) is due to limiting the iterations to 60 to increase the
overall speed. However, if it is set higher (too slow and

Figure 10: Level set segmentation using Chan-Vese al-
gorithm. Top Row: L3 (a) Frame 2 of L3 Arthroscope
Video, (b) L3 Marked-up Image, (c) Evolved L3 Level
Set contour, (d) L3 SAD output. Bottom Row: L5 (e)
Frame 9 of L5 Arthroscope Video, (f) L5 Marked-up Im-
age, (g) Evolved L5 Level Set contour, (h) L5 SAD out-
put.

not practical for video frames), the result improves in
these two areas, but the gap segmentation is worse due
to a further increase in the FP (segment gap larger than
what it is). The FN (blue) area has largely segmented
the damaged cartilage out and detected part of the hid-
den gap behind the debris.

Apart from segmenting the instrument gap, the algo-
rithm has the capability to easily segment complex fea-
tures, such as the damaged cartilage and floating debris,
as can be seen with the L5 set in Table 3 and Figure10
(g).

From the accuracy results the level set algorithm will
be well suited to segment the instrument gap to control
the leg manipulator.

7 Performance Evaluation

In this paper, three segmentation algorithms that
analyse the instrument gap were implemented, tested
and compared against the marked-up images. Table 4 is
a summary of the average accuracy and the processing
time across all ten sets and for each of the three segmen-
tation algorithms.

We note, however, that it could be possible to a utilise
graphics processing unit (GPU) processing, C++ coding
or other high performance options to decrease the algo-
rithm’s computation time.

Accuracy 
[%]

Time 
[sec]

Accuracy 
[%]

Time 
[sec]

Accuracy 
[%]

Time 
[sec]

512x288 83% 0.65 73% 3.62 78% 6.81
1280x720 84% 1.34 74% 3.93 85% 43.78
Average 83% 1.00 74% 3.78 81% 25.30

Image 
resolution

OTSU Adaptive 
Threshold

Watershed
Level Set Active 

Contours

Averages over 10 x 000 frame image sets

Table 4: Algorithm Comparison.



It was found that the performance varies significantly
between algorithms and with image resolution.

The adaptive threshold algorithm achieved the best
overall accuracy and processing time relative to the
other algorithms. Accuracy for the low and full resolu-
tion sets was very close. However, processing time was
doubled for the higher resolution set. It will be benefi-
cial to select a lower resolution when using the OTSU
adaptive algorithm.

Segmentation accuracy for the Watershed algorithm
was on average 10% lower than the OTSU algorithm
and the accuracy between image resolutions were again
very close. There was no benefit using lower resolution
as the processing time was similar between resolutions.
The key differentiator relative to the OTSU algorithm is
the average processing time that is six times more than
that of the OTSU algorithm.

The performance of the level set algorithm varies sig-
nificantly with the image resolution. The accuracy of
the low-resolution images is 7% lower than the full res-
olution, which is at 85% and on par with the OTSU
algorithm. However, the processing time for the low-
resolution images is ten times that of the OTSU algo-
rithm and comparing the full resolution images shows
that it is 67 times slower than the OTSU algorithm.
Therefore, even though similar accuracies are obtained,
the processing time is significantly higher than the
OTSU or Watershed algorithms.

From Tables 1, 2 and 3 it is clear that the segmenta-
tion of basic instrument gaps with low damage is very
accurate using each of the algorithms, however, when
complex images and overhangs are present, segmenta-
tion is less accurate, but still good at 72% for the OTSU
algorithm and 74% for the level set. However, for the
watershed algorithm the accuracy drops to 59%, clearly,
indicates that tuning for individual sets is necessary to
reach acceptable performance.

Overall the performance based on processing time
and accuracy shows that the OTSU dynamic threshold
algorithm outperforms the level set and watershed al-
gorithms in segmenting the instrument gap.

It is worth noting that two Active Shape models were
implemented and tested on our data. However, initial-
isation of the contour proved to be challenging and a
manual process [Cootes et al., 1995]. In contrast, the
level set implementation allowed initialisation at the
image boundary, supporting automated segmentation
of the video frames. A key benefit in using the level
set algorithm is its ability to be extended in the future
to use a priori shapes. The instrument gap could poten-
tially be segmented even with significant overhangs or
clutter due to debris such as tissue and bone. However,
performance might be an issue in a real-time environ-
ment and will have to be optimised.

8 Conclusion
This paper has reviewed, tested and analysed seg-

mentation algorithms suitable to detect the instrument
gap. This is the first step towards the control of a robotic
leg manipulator by using visual feedback from within
the knee joint. During arthroscopic surgery, a gap is cre-
ated within the knee joint through changing the angle of
the leg, which allows access to surgical tools. The term
‘instrument gap’ was defined as the region between key
features inside the knee that forms a gap as viewed
through an arthroscope. For the development of robotic
arthroscopy, it is essential to detect the instrument gap.

During cadaver experiments, arthroscopy video’s
were recorded. These sequences were used to create ten
sets of one hundred images to test the segmentation al-
gorithms against. Image sets were manually marked-
up by an expert surgeon as a quasi ground truth.

Three segmentation algorithms were examined and
implemented to test their suitability to segment the in-
strument gap. It was found that the Chan and Vese
Level Set Active Contour algorithm is easy to initialise,
has a high average accuracy level and is robust across
all image sets. Using its a priori shape capability the
level set active contour can be a great option for seg-
menting the instrument gap if its performance can be
optimized. The Watershed algorithm has performed
sporadically well across the image sets, and needs to
be tuned for each set to work well. It is not suited to
be used for segmenting the instrument gap. The OTSU
adaptive thresholding algorithm performed fast and ac-
curately across the image range, and low resolution im-
ages can be used to improve the processing speed if re-
quired. Overall the OTSU algorithm outperformed the
watershed and level set algorithms in segmenting the
instrument gap.
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